. These Many of these considerations are quite similar to the problems studied by traditional linear and adaptive control theorists [9] . These considerations include the need to implement an adjustment mechanism that converges to stable values and the need to understand how parameter adjustment affects (sampled) output values [10] . However, dynamic adjustment of simulation parameters occurs by using general CPU cycles and thus introduces overhead into the simulation. This overhead must be carefully controlled too little processing and the control system may not respond correctly; too much processing and the overall simulation performance may deteriorate.
Thus, Time Warp control systems should be employed only as a last resort, when traditional static analysis fails.
One important tradeoff in a Time Warp simulation is which cancellation strategy to employ: aggressive cancellation [11] or lazy can cellation [12, 13] . Numerous studies of cancellation strategies have been performed and none has yet been able to clearly demonstrate when one strategy consistently outperforms the other [2, 14] . The studies have only succeeded in showing that aggressive cancellation is more sensitive to optimal parameter adjustments in the lower level communication subsystem. Thus, most currently available Time Warp simulators support both strategies and provide user control of their setting [15] [16] [17] . Furthermore, while Lin [18] [11] offers several attractive properties over conservative approaches [19] and has the potential to outperform them [20] . Even within a single LP, the favorable cancellation strategy varies over the lifetime of the simulation.
The optimal cancellation strategy depends on the characteristics of the application being simulated and the architecture on which the application is being simulated.
Most of the simulators that have been built using the Time Warp approach support the two cancellation strategies in the form of compile time (or simulation time) switches leaving the responsibility of selecting the cancellation strategy to the discretion of the user. Lin's work [3] demonstrates that even with a number of unrealistic assumptions, a static analysis to determine the optimal cancellation strategy is very complicated and requires perfect knowledge of the simulation. Time Warp simulators should not expect the users to be able to adequately analyze whether their application, or a part of their application, prefers a particular cancellation strategy. In fact, the users should not even be concerned about the simulator's underlying mechanism. Thus, we propose that this selection can be performed dynamically by the simulator using a feedback control mechanism. By letting the LPs dynamically determine the cancellation strategy, an attempt is made to cancel the erroneous messages as quickly as possible without canceling messages that are likely to be correct. This results in a reduction in the amount of work that has to be undone, leading to a shorter execution time. The remainder of this section will discuss how control theory is applied to the problem of dynamic parameter adjustment.
Control theory is concerned with modifying the behavior of dynamic systems so as to achieve the DYNAMIC CANCELLATION 241 desired goals [9] . In Figure 3 .
When the system is using lazy cancellation, it behaves unchanged from the normal processing of lazy cancellation. When the system is switching from lazy cancellation to aggressive cancellation, it sends out anti-messages for all the members in its Lazy Queue (the queue stores anti-messages for comparison with the regenerated messages in lazy cancellation), before switching to aggressive cancellation. When using aggressive cancellation, the simulation will aggressively send anti-messages, but it will also continue to record the result of the comparisons. In terms of space consumption, our approach has the same requirements as a system using lazy cancellation. In Figure 4 (a), object number 8 exhibits prolonged unsteady behavior. In sharp contrast to this type of behavior, object number 15 ( Fig. 4(b) ) shows a remarkably steady behavior, with the hit ratio being zero the majority of the time. It is obvious that using any one of the above mentioned cancellation functions would be beneficial to both objects. 
Performance Results
This section presents the performance results of dynamic cancellation relative to aggressive and lazy cancellation on two different application domains. Figure 6 (Fig. 4) as the previous case, In this application lazy cancellation performs better than aggressive cancellation (5% faster). DC performs better than lazy cancellation (2% faster) due to the fact that the favorable cancellation strategy for the some of the objects varies over the lifetime of the simulation (Fig. 4) 
